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What is DeuxPad ?
DeuxPad is an IDO IGO
launchpad that offers only
the best quality projects
in the Deux ecosystem
to its investors.
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those tokens created.
At this point, the launching pads have
found a very solid foothold for
themselves. In this new environment,
the investors have utilized early period
investment opportunities while the
developers have easily funded their
technologies through the platform
tokens.

Deuxpad focuses on understanding the investors
and developers from their perspectives and thus,
offering a fair and more equitable cryptocurrency
experience.

team

Deux is a community of Solidity
developers, backend frontend and
web3 developers, ones who follow
the innovations brought by the game
and metaverse universe and work on
3D modeling, avatar and digital
clothing, financial advisors who are
experts in token economy, and ones
with high marketing experience,
important connections, and strong
communication skills.

This community offers consultancy to
the projects that are deemed worthy
of being listed, in line with their
requirements. The strategy necessary
for a project to make a breakthrough
even in the low-volume tough times of
the market is available in the Deux
team. A team that strengthens the
ground of Deux and can generate
solutions in every aspect that investors
and developers need makes it a
platform that solves problems by
taking a more dynamic, instant, and
fast action based on the structure of
launchpad platforms which prioritizes
only principal problems.

What are DEUXPAD/GAME & NFT LAUNCH?
DeuxPad is also a blockchain-based crowdfunding platform for the gaming
and NFT world. It caters to the funding needs of independent game
developers and NFT artists for their projects. Produces solutions for game
developers for digital assets (character, digital clothing, etc.). DeuxPad does
this through two modules.
Incubation
It plays an essential role in the guidance,
strategy, and marketing moves that
gaming projects in the incubation
period need and thereby prepares the
projects for the launchpad stage
precisely.

IGO&NFT Platform
It professionally mediates the
establishment of mutual win/win
relationships with the potential investor
community demanded by gaming
projects at the launchpad stage.

We are a big ecosystem which
is not content with ensuring that the
decentralized finance world reaches retail
customers, but an equitable and democratic
ecosystem providing the support that all
stakeholders need in line with their goals
has an experienced, reliable, and highly
concentrated dynamic team that can meet
the needs of the industry
knows that transparency is more than a
simple platform service and removes the
invisible walls between developer and
investor
encourages new investors to meet with the
crypto world by limiting risk with its innovative
structure
brings autonomy feature to all transactions
that it desires to give a place on the platform,
with smart contracts and does not share your
accounts with 3rd party software.

is open to development and new ideas, and
pays regard to the wishes of the community,
and encourages them to establish their own
loyal community
has audit and smart contract software
specific to developers to prevent frauds
offers opportunities such as the ability to invest
with low risk as required by the investor and
ease of participation in pre-sales, cheap
transaction fees, safe and fast clearing, and
serves on multiple chains.
Our goal is to fund the infrastructure of
uniquely successful startups and projects in
the crypto world and to ensure that they take
their rightful places. By doing this, to provide its
loyal mass huge earnings.

To achieve these, the Deux team
works on the following:

It examines IDO and IGO projects from the perspective of investors, chooses the top
quality and brightest ones among them, and ensures that they make a
successful launch with the right strategy.
Each project deemed worthy of being listed by the platform before IDOs and IGOs will
be analyzed in detail and then a risk score will be given. With this risk score generated
by examining the technical details of the projects, IDO and IGO aim to offer a safer and
more transparent investment experience to their participants.
DeuxPad is an equalitarian launching pad developed on the Binance Smart Chain
network. DeuxPad, which is a completely community-oriented crowdfunding platform,
provides everyone an opportunity to make a fair investment under equal conditions in
line with the same goals.

Early Period
Investment
Developers sell tokens to fund their
projects in the early period. Here, big
investors who believe in the project
managed by the developer buy the
tokens of the project at a very
affordable price and as locked-up
in the long term. Deux locks up these
sales to the loyal investors of the
platforms in small fractions by their
pool weights and in the long term.

Equitable
Distribution
Developers sell tokens to fund their
projects in the early period. Here, big
investors who believe in the project
managed by the developer buy the
tokens of the project at a very
affordable price and as locked-up
in the long term. Deux locks up these
sales to the loyal investors of the
platforms in small fractions by their
pool weights and in the long term.

Incubation
DeuxPad follows the features, promises, risk ratios, development processes, and teams
of its projects in detail.
The selected incubation projects that have been subjected to a comprehensive
screening process work with the Deux team for successful launching and expansion.
The team lends assistance to the project developer in many areas such as financing,
marketing, consulting, strategy in the incubation process.

Poor tokenomics management and
ineffective marketing problem
No matter how professional they are in their projects, the developers may lack financial
strategy. This strategy is one of the most significant factors affecting the future of the project.
Another is the insufficient application of marketing in the projects. This affects both the
developer and the investor adversely.
Our team closely examines the marketing and tokenomics strategies for all projects to be
successful on the platform and offers professional consultancy services in these aspects.
DeuxPad ensures that projects go in the right direction in the structuring of the token economy
in line with their financial requirements.
Well-designed projects cannot take their rightful places due to their poorly prepared
tokenomics and thus, they unintentionally damage the investors who trust in their projects.
A project where the percentage and key times of the tokens allocated to the team on the
token economy within the total economy are not well planned can cause disappointment after
listing. No matter how good it is, a project whose initial market cap has not been calculated
correctly poses a risk to all stakeholders involved in the project. DeuxPad thinks that the token
economy should have a strategy specific to the project. Working with a team that will lead
them the right way in tokenomics structuring and marketing will assure both the developer and
the investor.

Pre-IDO
Pre-ido is the most fundamental fund that enables projects to realize the technology
they promise. This fund does not affect the token price as it is independent of financial
volatility in the ido sale.
Individual investors can invest in project tokens through pre-ido on the DeuxPad
platform. This provides them a first move and price advantage compared to buying
tokens during a public IDO.

DeuxPad builds communities from loyal investors
and rewards them accordingly.

DeuxPad Loyal Hodlers System
LH-1

TERMS OF PARTICIPATION

LH-2

TERMS OF PARTICIPATION

LH-3

TERMS OF PARTICIPATION

1.000 DEUX Stake

2.500 DEUX Stake

5.000 DEUX Stake

Must be locked 3 hours
before sale

Must be locked 3 hours
before sale

Must be locked 3 hours
before sale

Whitelist Requirement
Lottery Tickets: 1

Whitelist Requirement
Lottery Tickets: 3

Whitelist Requirement
Lottery Tickets: 7

Pool weight: 5

Pool weight: 15

Pool weight: 40

LH-4

LH-5

LH-6

TERMS OF PARTICIPATION

TERMS OF PARTICIPATION

TERMS OF PARTICIPATION

10.000 DEUX Stake

25.000 DEUX Stake

50.000 DEUX Stake

Must be locked 3 hours
before sale

Must be locked 3 hours
before sale

Must be locked 3 hours
before sale

Guaranteed Allocation

Guaranteed Allocation

Guaranteed Allocation

Pool weight: 95

Pool weight: 270

Pool weight: 575

Tokenomics

Initial Market Cap: $ 120.000
Community Sale: 20.000.000 tokens
Vesting: 30% at TGE, 35% 2nd & 3rd months
Listing price: $0.015

Reserve

5%

Marketing
10%
Liquidity
Pool
10%

Community
Sale
10%
Strategic
10%

200.000.000
Total Supply

Staking&Rewards
35%

op 3%

Airdr

Team
12%

Advisor
5%

Strategic: 20.000.000 tokens
10% at TGE, linear vesting for 18 months
Price: $0.01
Airdrop: 6.000.000 tokens
Vesting: 0% at TGE, partially unlock during first quarter
Team: 24.000.000 tokens
Vesting: 3 months cliff w 10% release & 10% quarterly
Advisor: 10.000.000tokens
6 months cliff w. 20% release & 10% quarterly
Staking&Rewards: 70.000.000 tokens
Rewards starts given from launch
Liquidity Pool: 20.000.000 tokens
Vesting: %25 added at first week & %75 added in 10 months
Marketing: 20.000.000 tokens
Vesting: 3 months cliff w 10% release & 3% monthly
Reserve: 10.000.000 tokens
Vesting: Locked until team/DAO decision

Roadmap
2021
H1

2022
H1

• Brain Storming

• Hiring New Team Members

• Start Designing
• Landing Page
• Social Media Release
• Create Token Deux on BSC

• Community Sale
• Pancake Swap listing
• Listing 3 projects

2021
H2

• DxGen Token creating
• DeuxGen Whitelist, Public and Private Sale
• DeuxGen Multichain Token Generator platform development
• Pancake Swap listing • Mobile App development
• DeuxSwap development
• DxSwap token creating
• DeuxSwap Whitelist, Public and Private Sale
• Pancake Swap listing

2023
H1

• Various Projects on the Way...

2022
H2
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